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NOTE ON THE RESOLVABILITY OF THE MINOKS OF A
COMPOUNDDETERMINANT.

By Sir Thomas Muir, LL.D.

(1) The theorem which is usually made the basis of investigation on

this subject is that exemplified by Spottiswoode * in 1853 and formally

enunciated and established by Franke and Borchardtf in 1862. It is in

effect that any Jc-line minor of the mt^ compound of |ai„ is equal to

K being the complex entary of the corresponding minor in the {n—my^ com-

pound. The theorem is of course directly useful for the end in view when

h > {n — in other cases it may turn out indirectly useful, but only

because the said corresponding minor occasionally lends itself more readily

to decomposition than the minor actually set.

(2) There is one case, however, in which it is of no avail at all;

namely, where
h —(71 —1),„ and n = 2m,

for then it takes an illusory form, all the information given by it being that

the minor in question is equal to itself. The existence of this case makes

the general problem difficult of treatment ; and it is consequently desirable

for future work to know how the question of resolvability stands in regard

to it. The instance of it where

n = 4, 7n = 2, k = 'S,

is the simplest, but, as there are then 400 minors to be adjudicated on,

considerable instruction necessarily results from examination of it. If the

basic determinant be taken in the form

the 400 in question are the three-line minors of

\a-J).2\ kjc.^l . . . \c^dc>\

\a^b.^\ \a^c.^\ . . . \c^ds\

\a.^b^\ \a^c^\ . . . \c.d^\ .

* ' Crelle's Journ.,' li, pp. 366-368.

t ' Crelle's Journ.,' Ixi, pp. 350-358.
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(3) The most numerous and the most interesting of them are those that

are irresolvable. As a typical example we may take

la-fi^l \a^h^\ lacyb^^l

la^Col kjCj^l (X0C4I

l^i^al l^i^sl M4I y

the irresolvability of which is implicated in the equality

I
\a^b.2\ k'lC.^ I 1^2^41

I
= ki?>2C4.l la^b^dr^] + a^h^la^b^Cc^d^l. (I)

One way of proving this may be put shortly as follows. In the given

determinant

the cof actor of l^gf^^l = ai^a-fi^c.^l,

the cof actor of kgC^I = b-^\h-^aod^\,

and the cofactor of la^b,^] = a^lb^eod^i + c-^^la-fi^d^l *,

so that the determinant

= \ajb^d^\ {cj\ac^b^\ —b-^laoC^} }

+ 0-1 {1^4! ki&oCgl + \aobJ \b-^Ccyd.^\}.

By increasing the first part of this by

la-fi^d^i cij • Ibc^c^l

and diminishing the second by the same, the former becomes

la^My! \a-^^b^c^\,

and the latter becomes

a-^^-^lb^d^l jfc^aiCgl — IM4I iWiC.J - Ib^c^^l Ifc^aAij

which is readily seen to be equal to

as desired.

(4) Wemay note in passing that to the development thus obtained,

\ajb.2C4} la^b^d^l + «;l^2I«i^2^3'^4I

there is an alternative form, namely,

[a^boC.^] \ajb2d^\ + a^bila^b^c^d^].

The equivalence of the two is established by noting that their difference

la-Jy^c^l la^^fegcZgl - \a-JyoCr>^\ \a-J)od^\ + k^&gl la^b^c^^d^l

is the extensional of

c^d^ — 63^/4 + Ic^dJ

which manifestly vanishes.

* This identity used by Binet in 1812 : see/ Hist.' i, p. 89.
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(5) The distinguishing feature of the equality established in § 3 is the

prominence held in it by the collocation of elements a^h.^ ; and we see that

to every such collocation, thirty-six in all, there corresponds a like equality

having on its left an irresolvable minor. In this connection the next point

is to ascertain whether there be not other irresolvable minors in which a^),,

plays the same part. Observing the positions occupied in

^2 Ctg 0-4

\ 63 63 64

^\ ^2 ^2>

d^ cZg c?3 d^_

by the minors involved in the equality (I) we see that while retaining a^ho

unchanged in all its positions we may make (a) interchange of the third row

with the fourth, (/5) interchange of the third column with the fourth, and

(y) both of these interchanges simultaneously. Doing this we obtain

(a)
j

|(XjZ>ol \ci-^d.^\ I63C4I
j

= 't^i^2^3l la^W^i + aibolaih^d^c^]

1125'

!l34i
~ I^A^sl \^ibod_^\ —a-fic,\a-J)oC.^d^\.

(13)
j

la^hol la^c^i Ih^d^,]
j

= I^^A^g] \aibc^d_^\ + a^hla^hcyC^d^i

I125I
~ '^iVsl l^hMd ~ a^h^\afi.^c^d^.

(y)
I

l^i^ol \a^d,^\ \bc,H\ — l^iMs' l^iVJ + a^'bM^hc>d^c.^\

134
^" ^" 134 ~ l«i^2^4.' l^-iMsI + aYh,,\a^.yC.^d^\.

There are thus four different irresolvable minors marked out by the

collocation a^h.^, the set of four being most suitably arranged thus :

125 134'

1251 '^1^2^41 i^iMsl + a.Ma^h^^d,^\ = j-^g^

125
134

134
125

As a consequence we know of the existence of 144 irresolvables among the

400 three-line minors of the second compound of \aj}.,c.^d,^\ ; also that the

144 may be arranged in pairs the members of which are equal.

(6) In turning to resolvables it is convenient to deal first with an

equality immediately derivable from (I), namely,

\(iibo\ \ciibs\ l^^sl

\a^cJi \ct^c^\ [aoC.^l

M hd,\ \h,c,\

l^i^^^al ki^2^3l
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got by changing the suffix 4 everywhere into 3. It is seen to concern the

elements of a 4 —by —3 array, and to have its left member conveniently

symbolisable by

i

h h
^

j

Co Cg

where the first two rows have a double link of connection and the other two

a single link. With the first two still doubly connected, but with different

single ends, there is the diagram

I
I ^ ^2 ^3

d^ d^ ds

giving us the equality

so that we have

IV3I

124!

1125

124|

134

As the double-ends might also be at a^c^, a-^d-^, h^c^, b^d^, c^d^ ; and as the

number of 4-by-3 arrays is 4 ; and as there is as many 3-by-4 arrays

equally fruitful ; the full number of three-line minors resolvable in this

particular way is

2 X 6 X 4 X 2 i.e. 96.

(7) Changing the cZ's of the foregoing into c's, we obtain the familiar

equality regarding the adjugate of \a-fic^c.^\

f f CK'l 0-2 Cis

^1 ^2 ^3

la^hc^l la^fegl \a2\\

[a^Col lajCgl koCgl

IfcjCgl \h^c^\ I60C3I

Of this there must be sixteen instances, one corresponding to every primary

minor of {a^hoC^d^].

(8) An example of the next type of resolvable minors is
^^^^^^

equality connected with which is

, the
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\aibo\ \a-J?^\ la-fi^l

[ctjCgl lo-iCgl hiC^l

\b-^^do\ \b^d.^\ \h^d^\

and is established in the same way as that of § 3. The left-hand member

being symbolisable by
i2 M'3

d^ d. d^

we may reason in regard to it exactly after the manner of § 6, obtaining

first the double result

125!
~ 0^1^3l^l^2^3^4l

123
143

and thereafter the number of such resolvables to be 96.

(9) Less general than the immediately preceding, although not thence

obtainable by substitution, is the equality

la^b^l \a^b^\ \a^b^\

la^Cgl kiCyl \aiC^\ = a-^^la-iboC^d^].

\aido\ l^-i^^si Idid^^l

Here, as in § 7, the change of rows into columns is fruitless, the left-hand

member being symbolisable both by

11231

123!

f f %^4

Lfe^ ! &3 &3 b^
and

L

^1 ^2 ^3 '^4

d^
I

d^ d^ d^

C C ^1 ^1 ^1

I

^-2 ^2 ^-2

L a. 63 C3 ^3

b^ d^

The number of minors so resolvable is manifestly sixteen.

(10) Lastly, by returning to § 8 and changing the d's into cs we obtain

\aibo\ la^b.J \aib^\

123

124
= 0.

'^1^2' l^i^s' '^1^4!

The construction- symbol for the determinant is either

C C f ^i ^1 ^1

I I a.1 bo Co
f (di a.^ ci^

j>??i
bo b^ b^

L L^i ^2 ^3 ^4

L ^3 63 C3

«4 ^4
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the former showing affinity with the symbol of § 8 and the latter with that

of § 6. Using either symbol, we readily infer that the number of vanishing

minors is thirty-two.

(11) There thus results the following census :

Irresolvable .... 144

Resolvable, type 33 . . .96
type 114 . . . 96

type 32 . . .16
type 124 ... 16

Vanishing .32
giving the requisite total of 400. As in the first three groups each minor

has an equivalent companion, there are altogether 168 such pairs of equals

Capetown, South Africa,

Ajpril \lth, 1917.


